Document
Part of SpeechGear’s Compadre® suite of instant language translation solutions

Instantly translate
documents while
automatically
retaining the
original formatting

Features:
 Automatically retains the
formatting of the original
document including picture
placement, font types, and layout.
 Automatically scales font sizes so
the translated version fits in the
same space as the original.
 No need to cut and paste.
Document’s features are directly
included in your Microsoft
Word® and PowerPoint® apps.
 Use the included ComposerEditor
feature to add your own
vocabulary to your system.
 Use the included DocumentViewer
feature to display the original
document along with translated
versions all on a single projector.
 Plus much more…

System Requirements:
Document runs on PCs that meet
the following minimum standards:
 Microsoft’s Windows XP or
newer operating system.
 1 GB or more of RAM
 1.8 GHz or faster CPU (a Dual
Core CPU is recommended).
 At least 2 GB available disk space.

Instantly Translate Documents
From creation through distribution and presentation,
Compadre:Document® combined with Microsoft Office®
is your solution for multilingual documents. It is not an
expensive service, but rather an affordable software
program that resides on your computer.
From quick notes that you have entered in
a Word® Document, to fully animated
PowerPoint® presentations, Document is
your answer for instant translation.

Affordable, Easy-to-Use,
and Accurate
When you purchase Compadre:Document®,
the translation features are directly
included in your existing Microsoft Office
programs. Unlike other translation programs, with
Document there’s no need to cut and paste text
into a separate translation program, then translate
the text, and then paste the translation back into
the original document. Need to quickly translate
an entire presentation or document? Just select
the Translate All feature. Perhaps you want to
perform a more thorough line-by-line review and
at the same time add your own vocabulary and translations to the Composer engine? With Document,
you can easily step through the file by selecting your own pagination preferences, and adding terms
is as simple as clicking a button. Further, as one of SpeechGear’s many patents, Document
automatically retains the formatting of your original document. If there’s a picture in the original, it
will also be there in the translation. If the original document has bold and underlined text written in
red, the translation will have this same formatting. Document even provides tools for automatically
defining and expanding acronyms that appear within a line of text, and scaling fonts so that a onepage document remains a one-page document when it is translated.

From Creation through Presentation
Compadre:Document does more than just provide you with quick and accurate translations. This is
especially true for PowerPoint presentations. Once you’re ready to show your presentation, the
included DocumentViewer tool allows you to simultaneously display the original file along with your
translated versions. With DocumentViewer you no longer need multiple LCD projectors or to worry
about keeping translated versions synchronized throughout the presentation.
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Configure Your System Today
To learn more about Document, give us a call at 888-664-9123 and ask for the Sales Department, or
send an email to info@speechgear.com, or visit our website at www.speechgear.com. We are looking
forward to working with you to configure an instant translation system specifically for your needs.

